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Introduction
• Inequality is considered a consequence of globalization by a majority of people
• Ricardian model says nothing about the redistributive effects of trade (only one
production factor)
• The Ricardian model predicts full specialization, which rarely occurs in reality
• HO: factor endowments as the (only) source of comparative advantage
• Key elements:
1
2

Countries differ in terms of factor abundance [i.e relative factor supply]
Goods differ in terms of factor intensity [i.e relative factor demand]

New questions:
• How do endowments affect trade specialization?
• How are factors prices affected by free trade (and therefore, how are distributed the
gains from trade?)

Outline

I - HO models
– Ricardo-Viner Model
– Two-by-Two Heckscher-Ohlin Model
– Heckscher-Ohlin Theorem
– Heckscher-Ohlin-Vanek Model

II - Empirical evidence

Ricardo-Viner model
Basic environment

• Consider an economy with
• Two goods, g = 1, 2
• Three factors with endowments l, k1 , k2

• Output of good g is given by
yg = f g (lg , kg )
where:
• lg is the endogenous amount of labor in sector g
• f g is homogeneous of degree 1 in (lg , kg )

• Comments:
• l is a “mobile” factor in the sense that it can be employed in all sectors
• k1 and k2 are “immobile” factors in the sense that they can only be employed in
one of the sectors
• The model is isomorphic to DRS model: yg = f g (lg ) with flg > 0, fllg < 0
• Payments to specific factors under CRS≡profits under DRS

Ricardo-Viner model
Equilibrium (I): Small open economy

• We denote by
• p1 , p2 the prices of goods 1 and 2
• w, r1 and r2 the prices of l, k1 and k2 respectively

• For now, (p1 , p2 ) is exogenously given: “small open economy’’
• So no need to look at good market clearing

• Profit maximization
g

(1)

pg fk (lg , kg ) = rg

g

(2)

l = l1 + l2

(3)

pg fl (lg , kg ) = w
• Labor market clearing

Ricardo-Viner model
Graphical analysis

• Equations (1) and (3) jointly determine labor allocation and wage
• How do we recover payments to the specific factor from this graph?

Ricardo-Viner model
Comparative statics

• Consider a terms of trade shock such that p1 increases
• w ↗, l1 ↗ and l2 ↘
• Condition (2) =⇒ r1 /p1 ↗ whereas r2 (and r2 /p1 ) ↘

Ricardo-Viner model
Comparative statics

• One can use the same type of arguments to analyze consequences of
• Productivity shocks
• Changes in factor endowments

• In all cases, results are intuitive
• Dutch disease (boom in export sectors bids up wages, which leads to a
contraction in the other sectors)

• Easy to extend the analysis to more than 2 sectors
• Plot labor demand in one sector vs. rest of the economy

Ricardo-Viner model
Equilibrium (II): Two-country world

• Predictions on the pattern of trade in a two-country world depend on whether
differences in factor endowments come from
• Differences in the relative supply of specific factors
• Differences in the relative supply of mobile factors

• Accordingly, any change in factor prices is possible as we move from autarky
to free trade

Two-by-two Heckscher-Ohlin model (HO)

• Also called HO or HOS model:
• H for Eli Heckscher, O for Bertil Ohlin: for the insights
• S for Paul Samuelson: for the maths
• 2 × 2 × 2 model

• Generalization to many goods, many factors: HOV
• V for Jaroslav Vanek, covered after HOS in this chapter

HO model
Assumptions

• 2×2×2 model: 2 countries, 2 goods, 2 factors (labor and capital)
• Production functions: yg = fg (lg , kg ), g = 1, 2
• Increasing, concave, homogeneous of degree 1 in the inputs
(constant returns to scale)
• Factors fully mobile across sectors, immobile across countries
• Resource constraints:
L1 + L2 ≤ L, K1 + K2 ≤ K
• Perfect competition
• Small country (exogenous world price)

HO model
Unit-costs functions

• Minimum cost to produce one unit of output
cg (w, r ) = min {wlg + rkg |fg (lg , kg ) ≥ 1)}
Lg ,Kg ≥0

• CRS implies that cg (w, r ) = AC = MC
• Write the cost function (i.e. the solution to the minimization problem) as:
cg (w, r ) = wagl + ragk where agL is the optimal choice of input lh (same for k )
• We can show that

∂cg
∂w

= agl and

∂cg
∂r

= agk (application of the envelope theorem)

• Derivatives of the unit-costs with respect to factor prices are simply the unit factor
requirements

(4)

HO model
Equilibrium conditions

• Zero-profit conditions
p1 = c1 (w, r )

(5)

p2 = c2 (w, r )

(6)

al1 y1 + al2 y2 = L1 + L2 = L

(7)

ak1 y1 + ak2 y2 = K1 + K2 = K

(8)

• Full-employment

• 4 equations, 4 unknowns (w, r , y1 , y2 ) and 4 parameters (p1 , p2 , L, K )
• But non-linear system: need to study its properties

HO model
Three main questions

1

What is the solution for factor prices?

2

If prices change, how do factor prices change?

3

If endowments change, how does output change?

Answering these questions generates three of the main results of traditional trade theories

HO model
Factor Price Equalization (FPE)

What is the solution for factor prices?
• First classical result from the HO literature, and the answer is affirmative
• To establish this result formally, we’ll need the following definition:
• Definition: Factor Intensity Reversal (FIR) does not occur if:
i) al1 (w, r )/ak1 (w, r ) > al2 (w, r )/ak2 (w, r ) for all (w, r ), or
ii) al1 (w, r )/ak1 (w, r ) < al2 (w, r )/ak2 (w, r ) for all (w, r )

HO model
Factor Price Insensitivity (FPI)

• FPI Lemma: If both goods are produced in equilibrium and FIR does not occur, then
factor prices ω ≡ (w, r ) are uniquely determined by good prices p ≡ (p1 , p2 )
• Proof: If both goods are produced in equilibrium, then p = A′ (ω)ω. By Gale and
Nikaido (1965), this equation admits a unique solution if afg (w) > 0 for all f , g and det
[A(w)] ̸= 0 for all ω, which is guaranteed by no FIR
• Comments
• Good prices rather than factor endowments determine factor prices
• In a closed economy, good prices and factor endowments are related, but not
for a small open economy
• All economic intuition can be gained by simply looking at Leontief case
• Proof already suggests that “dimensionality’’ will be an issue for FIR

HO model
Factor Price Equalization (FPE) Theorem

• The previous lemma directly implies the FPE Theorem (Samuelson 1949)
• FPE Theorem: If two countries produce both goods under free trade with the same
technology and FIR does not occur, then they must have the same factor prices
• Comments
• Important result: trade acts as a perfect substitute for factor mobility
• Countries with different factor endowments can sustain the same factor prices
through different allocation of factors across sectors
• Assumptions for FPE are stronger than for FPI: we need free trade and same
technology in the two countries

HO model
Stolper-Samuelson (1941) Theorem:

• Stolper-Samuelson Theorem An increase in the relative price of a good will
increase the real return to the factor used intensively in that good, and reduce the
real return to the other factor
• Proof:
• W.l.o.g, suppse that (i) al1 (w, r )/ak1 (w, r ) > al2 (w, r )/ak2 (w, r ) and (ii) p
b2 > p
b1 .
• Differentiating the zero profit condition (Equations (5) and (6)), we get
bg = θlg w
b + (1 − θlg )b
p
r,
where xb ≡ d ln x = dx/x and θlg ≡ walg (ω)/cg (ω). Equation (9) + (ii) imply
b2 > p
b1 > b
b2 > p
b1 > w
b >p
b
w
r or b
r >p
b Combing the previous
By (i), θl1 > θl2 . So (ii)+(8) further implies b
r > w.
inequalities, we get
b
b2 > p
b1 > w
b
r >p

(9)

HO model
Stolper-Samuelson (1941) Theorem

Comments
• Previous “hat” algebra is often referred to as “Jones (1965) algebra”
• The chain of inequalities r̂ > pˆ2 > pˆ1 > ŵ is referred to as a “magnification effect”
• SS predict both winners and losers from change in relative prices
• Like FPI and FPE, SS entirely comes from zero-profit condition
• Like FPI and FPE, sharpness of the result hinges on dimensionality
• In the empirical literature, people often talk about “Stolper-Samuelson effects”
whenever looking at changes in relative factor prices (though changes in relative
good prices are rarely observed)

HO model
Stolper-Samuelson (1941) Theorem: graphical analysis

• Like for FPI and FPE, all economic intuition could be gained by looking at the simpler
Leontief case:
• In the general case, iso-cost curves are not straight lines, but under no FIR,
same logic applies

HO model
Rybczynski (1965) Theorem

• Previous results have focused on the implication of zero profit condition, Equations
(5) and (6), for factor prices
• We now turn our attention to the implication of factor market clearing, Equations (7)
and (8), for factor allocation
• Rybczynski Theorem: An increase in factor endowment will increase the output of
the industry using it intensively, and decrease the output of the other industry

HO model
Rybczynski (1965) Theorem

Proof:
• W.l.o.g, suppse that (i) al1 (w, r )/ak1 (w, r ) > al2 (w, r )/ak2 (w, r ) and (ii) kb > bl
• Differentiating factor market clearing conditions, Equation (7) and (8), we get
bl =
kb =

λl1 yb1 + (1 − λl1 )yb2
λk 1 yb1 + (1 − λk 1 )yb2

where λl1 ≡ al1 (ω)y1 /l and λk 1 ≡ ak1 (ω)y1 /k Equation (10) + (ii) imply
yb1 > kb > bl > yb2 or yb2 > kb > bl > yb1
By (i), λl1 > λk 1 . So (ii)+(10) further implies yb2 > yb1 . Combing the previous
inequalities, we get
yb2 > kb > bl > yb1

(10)

HO model
Rybczynski (1965) Theorem

Comments
• Like for FPI and FPE Theorems
• (p1 , p2 ) is exogenously given =⇒ factor prices and factor requirements are not
affected by changes in factor endowments
• Empirically, Rybczynski Theorem suggests that impact of immigration may be
very different in closed vs. open economy
• Like for SS Theorem, we have a “magnification effect”
• Like for FPI, FPE, and SS Theorems, sharpness of the result hinges on
“dimensionality”

HO model
Rybczynski (1965) Theorem: graphical analysis

• Since good prices are fixed, it is as if we were in Leontief case

HO model
Heckscher-Ohlin Theorem

• We now turn to a world economy with two countries, North and South
• We maintain the two-by-two HO assumptions:
•
•
•
•

Two goods, g = 1, 2, and two factors, k, l
Identical technology around the world, yg = f g (lg , kg )
Identical homothetic preferences around the world, dgc = αg (p)l c
Different factor endowments, summarized by the endowment vectors (v s , v n )

• Question: What is the pattern of trade in this environment?

Heckscher-Ohlin Theorem
Integrated equilibrium

• If we divide the world into two countries, H and F, with v H + v F = v w . What devisions
of world endowments v w lead to a trade equilibrium in which prices, factor rewards,
aggregate output and employment levels are the same as in a equilibrium of a single
country?
• This type of trading equilibrium is called an “integrated equilibrium”

Heckscher-Ohlin Theorem
The FPE set

• The set of vectors (v H , v F ) that leads to an integrated equilibrium can be described
by the factor equalization set, or FPE set

Heckscher-Ohlin Theorem
• Suppose that (v s , v n ) is in the FPE set (i.e. factor price equalization holds)
• HO Theorem: In the free trade equilibrium, each country will export the good that
uses its abundant factor intensively

• Outside the FPE set, additional technological and demand considerations matter

High-Dimensional predictions
Heckscher-Ohlin-Vanek model (HOV)

• Many countries, c = 1, ..., i
• Many industries (goods), g = 1, ..., n
• Many factors, f = 1, ..., m
• Identical technologies and preferences across countries, factor price equalization
• Technology A m × n technology matrix which contain all unitary inputs


al1 al2
Ex: 2 × 2 model: A=
ak1 ak2
→ yc vector (n × 1) of output of each good in country c
→ dc vector (n × 1) of demand of each good in country c
→

Vector of net export flows:tc = y c − d c

→ Net factor content of trade (m×1 vector): f c = At c

High-Dimensional predictions
Heckscher-Ohlin-Vanek model

• Homothetic tastes + free trade → consumption vectors in all countries should be
proportional to each others: d c = sc d w
where sc is country c’s share of world consumption and d w is the vector of world
consumption (equal to world production)
• Hence t c = y c − sc d w = y c − sc y w → At c = Ay c − sc Ay w
=⇒ HOV Theorem:

f c = v c − sc v w

• If a country c’s endowment of factor k exceeds c’s share of world output, we say that
country c is abundant in this factor and the factor content of trade in this factor
should be positive (c must be a net exporter of the services of this factor)
• Country c is abundant in factor f if

vfc
vfw

> sc

Empirical evidence

The factor content of trade
Recap: the Heckscher-Ohlin-Vanek Theorem

• Vector of net export flows: t c = y c − d c
• Net factor content of trade: F c = Ac t c , which implies
Ac (w c )t c = v c − Ac (w c )αc (pc )Y c

• Where αc (pc ) is the expenditure share on each good
• If we have free trade (pc = p), identical technology (Ac = A), identical tastes
(αc = α), and factor endowments inside the FPE set so FPE holds (w c = w),
then HOV equation simplifies to:
F c ≡ A(w)t c = v c − sc v w

Test of HO model: comments

To perform a complete test need data on
• trade (ti )
• technology (A)
• endowment (vi )

Not available until quite recently, so a lot of tests were “incomplete”

Test of HO model: comments
Bowen, Leamer and Sveikauskas (1987)

“Sign test”
sign(fik ) =sign(vik − si vw
k)
“Rank test”
i
i w
fik > fil ⇒ vik − si vw
k > vl − s vl

Test of HO model: comments
In reality, production uses intermediates
• This means (for example) that the capital content of shoe production includes
not only the direct use of capital in making shoes, but also the indirect use of
capital in making all upstream inputs to shoes (like rubber)
• Let A(w) be the input-output matrix for commodity production, and let B(w) be
the matrix of direct factor inputs
• Then, if we assume that only final goods are traded (it takes some algebra,
due to Leontief, to show that) the only change we have to make to the HOV
Theorem is to use B̄(w) ≡ B(w)(I − A(w))−1 in place of A(w) above

Test on HOV equations: comments

How do we test B̄(w)t c = v c − sc v w ?
• This is really a set of vector equations (one element per factor k)
• So there is one of these predictions per country c and factor k
• There are of course many things one can do with these predictions, so many
different tests have been performed

Leontief (1953) and Leamer (1980)

Leontief’s paradox

• The first work based on the NFCT was in Leontief (1953)
• Circa 1953, Leontief had just computed (for the first time), the input-output table
(which delivers AUS (wUS ) and BUS (wUS )) for the 1947 US economy.

Leontief’s paradox
Leontief then argued as follows
• Leontief’s table only had k and l inputs (and 2 factors was the bare minimum needed
to test the HOV equations)
US
• He used B̄ US (w US ) to compute the k/l ratio of US exports: Fk/l,t
≡ B̄(w)k/l t US =
13,700 per worker

• He didn’t have B̄ c (w c ) for all (or any!) countries that export to the US (to compute the
factor content of US imports), so he applied the standard HO assumption that all
countries have the same technology and face the same prices and that FPE and FPI
hold. Hence, B̄ US (w US ) = B̄ c (w c ), ∀c
• He then used B̄ US (w US ) to compute the k /l ratio of US imports:
US
Fk/l,m
≡ B̄(w)k /l mUS = 18,200 per worker
US
US
The fact that Fk/l,m
> Fk/l,t
was a bit surprise, as everyone assumed the US was relatively
K-endowed relative to the world as a whole

Leamer (JPE, 1980)
Leamer (1980) pointed out that Leontief’s application of HO theory, while intuitive, was
wrong if either trade is unbalanced, or there are more than 2 factors in the world
• Either of these conditions can lead to a setting where the US exports both k and l
services—which is impossible in a balanced trade, 2-factor world. It turns out that
this is exactly what the US was doing in 1947
In particular, Leamer (1980) showed that the intuitive content of HO theory really says that
•

K US
LUS

>

K US −FkUS
,
LUS −FlUS

where FiUS ≡ B̄(w)i t US is the factor content of US net exports in

factor i
• This just takes a ratio of HOV equations, for two factors (k and l). HOV equations just
say that, for any factor, the factor content of production has to be greater than the
factor content of consumption
• But HOV does not necessarily say that the factor content of exports should exceed
the factor content of imports, as Leontief (1953) had tested

Bowen, Leamer and Sveikauskas (1987)

Bowen, Leamer and Sveikauskas (1987)

“Sign test”
sign(Ffc ) =sign(vfc − sc vfw )
“Rank test”
Fkc > Flc ⇒ vkc − sc vkw > vlc − sc vlw

Bowen, Leamer and Sveikauskas (1987)

Data for 27 countries, 12 factors
Sign test: ok in about 61% of the cases
Rank test... 49% of the cases
→ Very disappointing... purely random pattern of trade would give you 50% of
good matches...
Why such a failure?

Bowen, Leamer and Sveikauskas (1987)

Bowen, Leamer and Sveikauskas (1987)

Trefler (1993)

Trefler (1993)

• Starting point: HOV assumptions are violated
– No FPE (at all!)
– Different technologies across countries

• Leontieff himself suggested that his “paradox” could be explained by
productivity differences
• Not strictly speaking a test of HOV, but shows that Leontief may be right:
productivity differences can explain the failure of the empirical tests of HOV

Trefler (1993)
• All factors can differ in their productivity (the US is chosen as a benchmark;
productivity 1 for all factors)
• Effective endowment of factor f in country c is therefore
vefc = πfc vfc where πfc is the productivity of factor f
• No more FPE equalization but ”conditional FPE”
e c ≡ At
e c, A
e is the effective factor adjusted technology matrix
• Let F
e c = πc v c − sc
F
f
f f

C
X

πfj vfj , f = 1, ..F ; c = 1, ..., C

(11)

j=1
′

wfc
wfc
=
f = 1, ..F ; c, c ′ = 1, ..., C
′ ,
πfc
πfc

(12)

Trefler (1993)

Data for year 1983, for 33 countries, 10 factors
Uses equation (11) to compute the πfc , i.e. technology / productivity parameters
In doing so, cannot assess the fit of the model with the trade / endowment data
but
• If the πfc are negative, bad fit
• Can test for FPE
• i.e. Trefler takes equation (11) as given and test equation (12); any problems?

Trefler (1993)

• Conditional Factor Prices equalization approximately hold
• For labor ln wlc = −0.18 + 0.678 ln πlc

R 2 = 0.9

(R 2 = 0.6 for capital)
• Smaller correlation for capital: measurement problems

• Is it consistent with Leontief’s idea?

Trefler (1993)

Trefler (1993)

Trefler (1993)

Trefler (1993)

Trefler (1995)

Trefler (1995)

Two advances in understanding of NFCT
• Identifies 2 key facts about the NFCT data, which isolate 2 aspects of the data in
which the HOV equations appear to fail. (Previous work hadn’t said much more than,
‘the HOV equations fail badly in the data.’)
• Explores how a number of parsimonious (as opposed to the approach in Trefler
(1993) which was successful, but deliberately anything but parsimonious!) extensions
to basic HO theory can improve the fit of the HOV equations

Fact 1: “The Case of the Missing Trade”
Consider a plot of HOV deviations (defined as ϵcf ≡ Ffc − (vfc − sc vfw )) against predicted
NFCT (ie vfc − sc vfw ) as in Figure 1 next slide
• The vertical line is where vfc − sc vfw = 0
• The diagonal line is the ‘zero [factor content of] trade’ line: Ffc = 0, or
ϵcf = −(vfc − sc vfw )
This plot helps us to visualize the failure of the HOV equations
• If the ‘sign test’ always passed, all observations would lie in the top-right or
bottom-left quadrants. (They don’t.)
• If the HOV equations were correct,ϵcf = 0, so all observations would lie on a
horizontal line. (They definitely don’t.)
• Most fundamentally, the clustering of observations along the ‘zero [factor content of]
trade’ line means that factor services trade is far lower than the HOV equations
predict. Trefler (1995) calls this “the case of the missing trade.”

Fact 1: “The Case of the Missing Trade”

Fact 2: “The Endowments Paradox”
Trefler (1995) then looks at HOV deviations by country, see Figure 2 next slide
• Here he plots the number of times (out of 9, the total number of factors f) that ϵcf < 0
• Because Ffc is so small (Fact 1), this is mirrored almost one-for-one in vfc − sc vfw > 0
(i.e. country c is abundant in factor f)
The plot helps us to visualize another failing of the HOV equations
• Poor countries appear to be abundant in all factors
• This can’t be true with balanced trade, and it is not true (in Trefler’s sample) that poor
countries run higher trade imbalances.
• So this must mean that there is some omitted factor that tends to be scarce in poor
countries
• A natural explanation (a la Leontieff) is that some factors are not being measured in
‘effective (ie productivity-equivalent) units’

Fact 2: “The Endowments Paradox”

Trefler (1995): Altering the Simple HO Model I
Trefler (1995) then (extending an approach initially pursued in BLS,1987) seeks alterations to the simple HO model that
• Are parsimonious (i.e. they use only a few parameters, unlike in Trefler (1993))
• Have estimated parameters that are economically sensible (analogous to
considerations in Trefler (1993)).
• Can account for Facts 1 and 2
• Fit the data well (in a ‘goodness-of-fit’ sense): e.g. success on sign/rank tests
• Fit the data best (in a likelihood or model selection sense) among the class of
alterations tried. (But the ‘best’ need not fit the data ‘well’)

Trefler (1995): Altering the Simple HO Model II
The alterations that Trefler tries are
• T1: restrict πfc in Trefler (1993) to πfc = δ c . (‘Neutral technology differences’)
• T2: restrict πfc in Trefler (1993) to πfc = δ c ϕf for less developed countries (y c < κ,
where κ is to be estimated too) and πfc = δ c for developed countries
• C1: allow the sc terms to be adjusted to fit the data (this corrects for countries’
non-homothetic tastes for investment goods, services and non-traded goods)
• C2: Armington Home Bias: Consumers appear to prefer home goods to foreign
goods (tastes? trade costs?). Let αc∗ be the ‘home bias’ of country c
• TC2: δc = yc /yUS and C2

Trefler (1995)
By most tests, TC2 (neutral technological differences with Armington home bias) does
best. Sign test is nearly perfectly accurate, mysteries improved considerably.

(Some) recent models with comparative advantage

• Nunn (2007), QJE and Levchenko (2007): good contract enforcement generate a
comparative advantage in goods for which relationship-specific investment are more
important
• Beck (2003): financial development generates a comparative advantage in
“financially dependent” industries
• Cunat and Melitz (2007): countries with more flexible labor markets specialize in
sectors with higher volatility

Nunn (2007)

• Idea: institutional differences might affect productivity across industry
• Intuition: imperfect contract enforcement leads to under-investment of input
suppliers who make relationship-specific inputs (fear of hold-up)
• This harms productivity and prices especially in industries that are particularly
dependent on relationship-specific inputs and in countries with bad courts
• Model productivity as the product of both aik = z k × Qi

Nunn (2007)

Nunn (2008) estimates:
ln xik = αk + αi + β1 z k × Qi + β2 hk Hi + β3 k k Ki + εki

(13)

where x is total exports, αk and αi are industry and country fixed effects, hk and Hi are
industry-specific skill-intensity and country-level skill endowment (similar for capital)
→ Romalis (2004, AER) derives a similar expression from a HO model

Nunn (2007)
Is a country’s ability to enforce contracts an important determinant of comparative advantage?
How to measure this?
→ Construct for each good a variable that measures the proportion of its intermediate inputs that
require relationship-specific investments
→ Combine this with data on trade flows and judicial quality
Why this measure?
→ When investments are relationship-specific, under-investment occurs if contracts cannot be
enforced
,→ Countries with better contract enforcement → less under-investment → cost advantage (or
comparative advantage)
Conclusions:
→ Hypothesis is confirmed
,→ Contract enforcement explains more of the global pattern of trade than countries’ endowments
of capital and skilled labor combined

Nunn (2007)
Figure: The least and most contract intensive industries

Nunn (2008): Institutions

Beck (2003): Financial development

Cunat and Melitz (2011): Labor market flexibility

Conclusion

• HO is a rich model, but hard to estimate when out of the 2 × 2 × 2 case
• To obtain a decent fit with actual data, one needs to use the extension by Vanek and
to allow (at least) for technological differences, i.e. to get back to the type of
Ricardian cause for trade that Heckscher and Ohlin wanted to avoid.
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